Development Technical Lead/Project Manager
Surrey
C£55,000 plus benefits
Our Client is a global leader in measurement and information. They believe that
providing their clients a precise understanding of the consumer is the key to making
the right decisions – decisions that can lead to profitable growth. They’re always
innovating to keep pace with emerging market trends and the increasingly diverse,
demanding and connected consumer. After nearly a century, they are more focused
and skilled than ever at providing the complete view of what consumers watch and buy
through powerful insights that clarify the relationship between content and commerce.
Whether their clients are in media, consumer packaged goods, telecom or advertising,
their expansive data and measurement capabilities provide market context and
confidence through our long history of innovation and integrity.
You will be responsible for overall coordination, status reporting and stability of project
oriented work efforts by a team of developers, performing analysis, development,
testing, and support for highly complex application software. The role will involve:
translation of business to systems requirements; ensuring that applications are
developed using current standard methodologies and best practice; assembling project
plans and teamwork assignments; tracking key project milestones and project plans
and facilitating the production of specifications
You will be responsible for: developing solutions that are end-to-end; translating
business requirements to technical solutions; coordinating with business stakeholders
for commitment and fulfilment of work requests and coordinating across all technical
aspects of solution development.
Ideally with a BS in Computer Science or related study in addition to technical
background you will have experience in designing and developing in: Java/J2EE, EJB
including CMP, JSP and SQL. Supervisory or team leader experience will be important
including: Agile development methods and solid knowledge of SDLC methodologies
including awareness and experience of applying the processes for producing quality
software, development of scalable service oriented applications, Web application
development, Unit, System and Performance, extensive knowledge and expertise in the
use of project management methodologies and tools and resource and management.
Proven experience in managing/leading offshore, remote and third party crossfunctional teams will be essential.
For more information please email Robbie Nicholas rob@prospectmsl.com, quoting
reference number 8141/NS/RN/DevTechMgr.
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